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Abstract: Fluorite and scheelite, which are strategic calcium-bearing minerals, have similar active sites
(Ca2+); as a result, the efficient separation of the two minerals is still one of the world’s most difficult
problems in the field of flotation. In this work, N-decanoylsarcosine sodium (SDAA), a non-toxic and
low-cost amino acid surfactant, was applied in the flotation separation of fluorite from scheelite for
the first time. In the test, single mineral, binary mixed minerals, and actual ore experiments showed
that the pre-removal of fluorite from scheelite by reverse flotation can be achieved. The results of
adsorption capacity detections, zeta potential tests, and FTIR analysis showed that the negatively
charged SDAA prefers to adsorb onto the positively charged fluorite surface due to the electrostatic
interaction. The results of crystal chemistry and DFT calculations showed that SDAA has a stronger
chemical interaction and more electron transfer numbers to the Ca atom on the fluorite surface and
forms a Ca-SDAA complex. Therefore, the significant difference in the adsorption behavior of SDAA
on the surfaces of two minerals provided a new insight into the separation efficiency of amino acids
and possesses a great potential for industrial application in scheelite flotation.

Keywords: scheelite; fluorite; flotation; N-decanoylsarcosine sodium; collector

1. Introduction

Scheelite and fluorite, as the main sources of tungsten and fluorine, are considered im-
portant strategic mineral resources [1]. Tungsten is widely used in metallurgical machinery,
the petrochemical industry, aerospace, and national defense [2]. Fluorine is widely used in
refrigeration, pesticide, flux, and other industries [3]. Low-grade co-associated scheelite
and fluorite, as important mineral resources, have had more and more attention paid to
their development and utilization with the decrease of high-grade scheelite and fluorite.

Scheelite and fluorite are dilute soluble salt minerals with natural hydrophilicity and
high energy in an aqueous solution [4,5]. Foam flotation is the most commonly used
method for separating fluorite and scheelite, but it is difficult to separate them well due to
their similar physical and chemical properties [6]. Therefore, the content of fluorite in the
scheelite concentrate used in industry is high, and the quality of scheelite concentrate often
fails to meet the product standard.

At present, the main separation method of scheelite and fluorite in the industry is
the high alkali method. Scheelite was preferred for flotation by adding a large amount of
sodium silicate (SS) to depress fluorite [7,8]. Then, fluorite was activated from the tungsten
tailings. However, this method has a strong depressant effect on fluorite by adding a
large amount of SS in a high alkaline environment [9]. This makes recycling the fluorite
tricky, and much of it is lost. In addition, the activation of some gangue minerals makes it
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difficult to improve the grade of fluorite concentrate when using floating tungsten tailings
for fluorite cleaning [10]. Moreover, most of the research on the flotation separation of
scheelite and fluorite mainly focuses on developing efficient and selective depressants
(sodium polyacrylate, sodium alginate, diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid, etc.) to depress
the flotation capacity of fluorite, which also inevitably leads to the loss of scheelite [9,11–13].

Reverse flotation of floating fluorite and depressing scheelite may be a better alter-
native, considering the drawbacks of existing processes [10]. It should be emphasized
that fluorite possesses better natural floatability than scheelite, leading to the possibility
to separate fluorite from scheelite by reverse flotation [14–17]. However, the Ca active
sites on fluorite and scheelite are similar, which makes them difficult to separate by flota-
tion [8,18,19]. Moreover, it is better not to use scheelite depressants since they inevitably
lead to the loss of fluorite in reverse flotation. Thus, a green collector with higher selectivity
and higher efficiency for fluorite against scheelite should be developed.

N-decanoylsarcosine sodium (SDAA), as a carboxyl and amide-based amino acid
surfactant that is non-toxic and has high hydrophobicity and good biodegradability, is
widely used in the field of care, food additives, biological products, drug preparation,
etc. [20–22]. It was attempted to use SDAA as a novel fluorite collector due to its distin-
guished properties of high-quality and long-lasting foam. In this work, SDAA was used as
a novel collector for the selective separation of fluorite from scheelite through the flotation
tests of single mineral and binary mixed minerals. The adsorption mechanism of SDAA or
NaOL on both minerals was studied by total organic carbon (TOC) tests, zeta potential tests,
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis, and density functional theory
(DFT) calculations.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Materials and Reagents

Pure scheelite and fluorite samples were purchased from Chenzhou, China, and then
smashed with a hammer and ground in a porcelain mill. Subsequently, −4 + 35 µm
fractions screened by a Tyler sieve were collected for flotation tests and −2 µm fractions
were prepared for zeta potential and FTIR measurements. X-ray diffraction measurements
and chemical analysis showed that the purity of both scheelite and fluorite was above 98%.

The sample of actual scheelite ore (containing fluorite) for flotation tests was obtained
from the Chenzhou tungsten mine of Hunan Province, China. The sample was wet ground
to 71 wt.% passing 74 µm with a ball mill. Chemical analysis showed that the grade of
WO3 and CaF2 in the actual ore sample was 0.30% and 18.72%, respectively.

HCl and NaOH solutions were used to regulate the pulp pH. Analytically pure N-
decanoylsarcosine (SDAA) and sodium oleate (NaOL) were provided by Shanghai Aladdin
Bio-Chem Technology Co., LTD, Shanghai, China. All experiments were conducted using
deionized water with a resistivity of over 18 MΩ × cm.

2.2. Flotation Tests

Flotation experiments of the single mineral and mixed binary minerals were carried
out in an XFGII flotation machine with a 40 mL plexiglass cell at an impeller speed of
1700 r/min. In each experiment, 2.0 g of single or binary mixed minerals (1.0 g scheelite
and 1.0 g fluorite) samples were added to the plexiglass cell with 35 mL of deionized water.
After adding desired reagents and agitating for 3 min, the slurry pH was adjusted by HCl
and NaOH, followed by the flotation for 4 min. In single mineral tests, all flotation products
were dried and weighed to calculate the flotation recovery. For binary mixed minerals, the
concentrates and tailings were weighed and assayed to determine the scheelite grade and
calculate the flotation recovery. Three repeated experiments were conducted in this study
and the standard deviation was recorded.

Flotation experiments of actual ore were carried out in an XFG-63 flotation machine
with a 0.5 L plexiglass cell at an impeller speed of 1900 r/min. In each experiment, 150 g of
actual ore samples were added to the plexiglass cell with 350 mL of water. After adding
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the desired reagents and agitating for 3 min, the slurry pH was adjusted by HCl and
NaOH, followed by the flotation for 4 min. In actual ore tests, the concentrates and tailings
were weighed and assayed to determine the scheelite and fluorite grade and calculate
the flotation recovery. Three repeated experiments were conducted in this study and the
standard deviation was recorded.

2.3. Surface Adsorption Detection

A total organic carbon (TOC) detector (TOC-Veph, Kyoto, Japan) was used to measure
the amounts of SDAA or NaOL adsorbed on scheelite and fluorite based on the residual
content method [4,23]. The sample treatment method used in the adsorption capacity
test process was the same as in the flotation process, except that there was no flotation
process. After the pulp was centrifuged, the supernatant was extracted to measure the
adsorption capacity. Each experimental test operation was repeated three times, and the
mean and standard deviation of the surface adsorption amount were calculated. Hence,
the different amounts of SDAA or NaOL adsorbed on the two minerals were calculated by
Equation (1) [24]:

Γ =
(Ci − Cr)× V

η × w
(1)

where Γ denotes the adsorption density of the flotation reagent on each mineral (mg/g);
η denotes the carbon content in the flotation reagent molecule (%); Cr and Ci are individually
the contents of residual and initial TOC in the flotation reagent supernatant (mg/L); and V
and w denote the flotation reagent volume (L) and the mineral specimen weight (g).

2.4. Zeta Potential Test

The zeta potential values of fluorite and scheelite treated with SDAA or NaOL were
measured using a Nano ZS90 analyzer (Malvern Zetasizer, Malvern, UK). Firstly, 0.02 g
of the mineral sample was added to 40 mL of KCl (1 × 10−3 mol/L) solution to prepare
a mineral particle suspension. Then, the flotation reagents were added in sequence in
the flotation process, the pH was adjusted, and the pulp was allowed to stand for 5 min.
Finally, the supernatant was extracted for zeta potential value measurement. Each set
of experiments was repeated three times, and the mean and standard deviation of zeta
potentials were calculated.

2.5. FTIR Measurements

The FTIR spectra were obtained at 25 ◦C by using a Nexus 670 FTIR spectrometer
(Nicolet, WI, USA). Mineral samples of less than 5 µm were initially prepared following
the same procedure as the flotation tests except that the final flotation step was omitted.
Instead, the mineral suspension was continuously magnetically stirred for 30 min. Then,
the samples were washed with deionized water three times, vacuum dried in an oven at
40 ◦C, and subjected to FTIR analysis [25].

2.6. DFT Calculations

Quantum chemistry calculations were performed using the Cambridge Series Total
Energy Packet (CASTEP) modules in Materials Studio 2018 [26,27]. Since the (111) surface of
fluorite and (112) surface of scheelite are their common exposed surfaces, the first-principles
method of density functional theory calculation was used to establish the crystal structure
of SDAA− and the surfaces of fluorite (111) and scheelite (112), shown in Figure 1 [10,28].
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Figure 1. (a) Optimized geometry of SDAA anion slab model; (b) optimized geometry of fluorite slab
model; and (c) optimized geometry of scheelite slab model.

Based on the optimized structure of bulk cells, the (111) surface of fluorite was gener-
ated by cleaving a plane in the (111) direction at the top of position of 0.0 with 3.0 thickness
in the fractional coordination, and the (112) surface of scheelite at the top position of
1.5 with 3.0 thickness. Then, extended supercells were 2 × 2 (the area was 2.39 nm2) for
fluorite and 2 × 1 (the area was 2.01 nm2) for scheelite to meet the area large enough for
glucose adsorption. Subsequently, a vacuum of 30 Å along the Z direction was set.

In the calculation, the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional was used to ap-
proximate the exchange-dependent potential of the generalized gradient approximation
(GGA) with the plane wave cutoff energy of 517 eV. In volume element optimization, a
1 × 1 × 1 intermediate k-point grid with a Monkhorst–Pack k-point grid was used. The
self-consistent field convergence was fixed at 2.0 × 10−6 eV/atom. In the calculation of
structural relaxation and energy, the convergence criteria for crystal internal stress, en-
ergy, maximum force, and maximum displacement were 0.1 GPa, 2.0 × 10−5 eV/atom,
0.05 eV/Å, and 0.002 Å, respectively. The lattice parameters c of fluorite bulk cell after
relaxation were 5.553 Å, 5.553 Å, and 5.553 Å, and those of scheelite were 5.310 Å, 5.310 Å,
and 11.843 Å. Three water molecules were placed in parallel on both sides of the reagent
molecule at a distance of 2.500 Å from the mineral surface to simulate the aqueous solution
environment. The adsorption energy (Eads) is calculated by Equation (2):

Eads = Esystem −
(

Ereagent + Esur f ace+water

)
(2)

where Esystem is the electronic energy of the total system of the reagent and the mineral sur-
face with water from first-principles calculations and Ereagent and Esurface+water are the corre-
sponding energies of the reagent and the mineral surface with water, respectively [21,29,30].
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3. Results
3.1. Flotation Results of Single Mineral, Binary Mixed Minerals, and Actual Ore

The pulp pH can affect the surface potentials of minerals and the active components
of reagents, so the pulp pH is a very important factor in flotation. Moreover, the concentra-
tion of the collector has a direct effect on the hydrophobicity of mineral surfaces [31–34].
Therefore, the flotation tests of the single mineral were performed to evaluate the effect
of the pulp pH and the concentration of SDAA on the flotation behavior of fluorite and
scheelite, as shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Figure 2. (a) Recoveries of fluorite and scheelite as a function of the pulp pH using SDAA as a
collector and (b) recoveries of fluorite and scheelite as a function of the pulp pH using NaOL as
a collector.

Figure 3. (a) Recoveries of fluorite and scheelite as a function of collector concentration using SDAA
as the collector and (b) recoveries of fluorite and scheelite as a function of collector concentration
using NaOL as the collector.

As shown in Figure 2 with the increase of pH, the recovery of fluorite using the SDAA
collector firstly stabilized and then decreased, and the recovery of scheelite maintained at
less than 5%. However, the recoveries of fluorite and scheelite using the NaOL collector
were almost above 80%, indicating that NaOL has a low selectivity for the two minerals.
The recovery difference between fluorite and scheelite exceeded 88% when. the pH was
6.0–8.0. Therefore, a neutral pH of 7.0 was adopted in subsequent experiments

Figure 3 shows the effect of the concentration of SDAA or NaOL on the fluorite and
scheelite recoveries at pH 7.0. It can be seen that the fluorite and scheelite recoveries
increased gradually with increasing concentrations of SDAA or NaOL. In particular, when
the concentration of the collector was 1.6 × 10−5 mol/L, the recovery of fluorite was
over 90% whether using SDAA or NaOL. Moreover, the recovery of scheelite using NaOL
(83.16%) was much higher than using SDAA (3.67%), indicating that SDAA had a weaker
collecting ability for scheelite than NaOL. Therefore, 1.6 × 10−5 mol/L was selected as the
preferred concentration for SDAA.
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In order to verify the separation ability of SDAA for fluorite and scheelite, the flotation
tests of binary mixed minerals (fluorite: scheelite = 1:1, wt. %) were carried out at the
neutral pH 7.0. The results are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. (a) Grade of CaF2 and WO3 in fluorite concentrate as a function of SDAA concentration at
pH 7.0 in binary mixed mineral tests and (b) recovery of CaF2 and WO3 in fluorite concentrate as a
function of SDAA concentration at pH 7.0 in binary mixed mineral tests.

With the increasing concentration of SDAA from 1.2 × 10−5 mol/L to 1.8 × 10−5 mol/L,
the recovery of fluorite increased gradually, while the grade gradually decreased. The
recovery and grade of scheelite were the opposite of fluorite. When the concentration of
SDAA was 1.6 × 10−5 mol/L, the grade and recovery of fluorite were 89.6% and 86.1%,
respectively. In contrast, scheelite grade and recovery did not exceed 15% at any SDAA
concentration. The results indicate that SDAA could effectively achieve the selective
separation of fluorite from scheelite without any depressants at a small concentration of
1.4 × 10−5 mol/L.

In order to verify the separation ability of SDAA for fluorite and scheelite, the flotation
tests of actual ore were carried out at the neutral pH 7.0 and the concentration of SDAA or
NaOL was 100 g/t. The results were shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Grade and recovery of CaF2 and WO3 in fluorite concentrate when the concentration of
SDAA or NaOL was 100 g/t at pH 7.0 in actual ore tests.

Grade of CaF2
(%)

Grade of WO3
(%)

Recovery of
CaF2 (%)

Recovery of
WO3 (%)

NaOL 44.02 0.53 63.80 47.93
SDAA 39.62 0.33 54.02 28.12

Raw ore 18.72 0.30 / /

Table 1 shows that when the pH was at 7.0 and the concentration of NaOL was 100 g/t,
the grades of WO3 and CaF2 were obviously increased, which means that fluorite and
scheelite were enriched into the concentrate at the same time. On the contrary, when the
flotation reagent was SDAA, only the grade of CaF2 in the concentrate was obviously
increased, indicating that only fluorite was enriched in the concentrate, while scheelite was
hardly enriched in the concentrate. Moreover, the recovery of CaF2 and WO3 in the concen-
trate were obviously different when the flotation reagent was SDAA. The actual flotation
tests showed that SDAA can separate fluorite from scheelite without any depressants, while
NaOL cannot.

3.2. Surface Adsorption Test Results

In order to quantify the adsorption amounts of SDAA and NaOL on the surfaces of
the two minerals, the TOC tester was used to measure SDAA and NaOL when the flotation
reagent concentration was 1.6 × 10−5 mol/L and the pH was at 7.0 according to the residual
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content method. The results of the adsorption density on the surfaces of the two minerals
are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The adsorption density of SDAA and NaOL on the surfaces of the two minerals.

Figure 5 shows that when the pH was at 7.0 and the flotation reagent concentration was
1.6 × 10−5 mol/L, the adsorption densities of NaOL on the surfaces of fluorite and scheelite
were 0.075 mg/g and 0.071 mg/g, respectively. The adsorption density of NaOL on the
surface of fluorite was slightly higher than that of SDAA (0.053 mg/g), which corresponds
to the higher recovery of NaOL than SDAA in the results of the single-mineral flotation
test of fluorite. However, the adsorption density of SDAA on the surface of fluorite was
significantly greater than that on the surface of scheelite, indicating that SDAA adsorbed
more onto the surface of fluorite, while almost no adsorption occurred on the surface
of scheelite.

3.3. Zeta Potential Test Results

The zeta potential test can more directly reflect the difference in mineral surface
potential and the difference in the adsorption amount of the flotation reagent before and
after the adsorption of the flotation reagent [12,35–37]. Therefore, the zeta potential charges
were measured when the pH was 7.0 and the concentration of the flotation reagent was
1.6 × 10−5 mol/L. The results before and after the adsorption of SDAA and NaOL on the
surfaces of the two minerals are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Zeta potentials of fluorite (a) and scheelite (b) with or without treating with SDAA or NaOL.

In Figure 6, the zeta potential of pure fluorite without a collector was 8.52 mV and
that of pure scheelite was −6.94 mV, which was almost consistent with the previous
investigations [6,38,39]. It can be seen from Figure 6 that when the pH was 7.0 and the
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flotation reagent concentration was 1.6 × 10−5 mol/L, the zeta potential values of fluorite
and scheelite had a significant negative shift after adding NaOL. Negative shift values
for fluorite and scheelite were 24.02 mV and 15.66 mV, respectively, indicating that NaOL
strongly adsorbed onto the surfaces of fluorite and scheelite. However, the negative shift
value of fluorite (15.28 mV) after adding SDAA was much higher than that of scheelite
(0.07 mV), indicating that SDAA strongly adsorbed onto the surface of fluorite but hardly
occurred on the surface of scheelite.

3.4. FTIR Analysis Results

FTIR could further reveal the interaction between functional groups of SDAA molecules
or NaOL molecules and the two minerals. In order to deeply study the interaction mecha-
nism of SDAA with fluorite and scheelite, the FTIR spectra of fluorite and scheelite before
and after SDAA treatment at pH 7.0 were measured, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. FTIR spectra of SDAA and two minerals before and after the treatment of SDAA.

In the FTIR spectra of SDAA, the peaks at 2922.1 cm−1 and 2848.8 cm−1 are caused
by the stretching vibrations of the –CH2– and –CH3– groups, respectively [40,41]. The
peaks at 1608.6 cm−1 and 1394.5 cm−1 correspond to the carbonyl stretching vibration
of the carboxyl (–COO–) group [42,43]. Another characteristic peak of SDAA appears at
1631.7 cm−1, which is attributed to an amide group (–CON–) stretching vibration [25,44].

In Figure 7, after the SDAA treatment, new bands appeared at 2924.0 cm−1 and
2856.5 cm−1 in the FTIR spectra of fluorite because of the –CH2– and –CH3– groups in
SDAA. This result indicated the adsorption of SDAA onto the fluorite surface. Meanwhile,
other new peaks appeared at 1633.7 cm−1 and 1543.1 cm−1 which were attributed to the
–CON– and –COO– groups. Compared to the original peaks of –CON– and –COO– in
SDAA, the peaks of –CON– and –COO– on fluorite had an obvious chemical shift after the
interaction between fluorite and SDAA, illustrating that SDAA had a strong physical or
chemical adsorption on the fluorite surface.
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After the treatment of SDAA, there were no characteristic peaks of functional groups
of SDAA on the scheelite surface, indicating that SDAA had a weak interaction with the
scheelite surface. The above results are in line with the flotation tests (Figures 2–4).

3.5. Calcultion Analyses

In order to further explore the interaction mechanism of SDAA and Ca atoms on
the surfaces of fluorite and scheelite, the adsorption models of SDAA on the commonly
exposed surfaces of fluorite (111) and scheelite (112) were calculated. Adsorption energy is
an effective index to characterize the adsorption strength between the collector molecule
and the mineral surface. The more negative the adsorption energy is, the easier the
reagent adsorbs onto the mineral surface, and the stronger the chemical interaction between
the reagent and the mineral surface is. Moreover, the shorter the bond length between
the reagent and the active site on the mineral surface is, the more stable the adsorption
configuration is. Figure 8 and Table 2 show the optimized adsorption configuration and
adsorption energy values of SDAA on the commonly exposed surfaces of fluorite and
scheelite, respectively.

Figure 8. (a) Adsorption configuration of SDAA on fluorite (111) surface and (b) adsorption configu-
ration of SDAA on scheelite (112) surface.

Table 2. Mulliken charge population of active O and Ca atoms before and after SDAA reacting with
fluorite and scheelite.

Fluorite (111) + SDAA Scheelite (112) + SDAA

Atom State Charge/e ∆/e Atom State Charge/e ∆/e

O1
Before −0.57 −0.15 O1

Before −0.57 −0.12After −0.72 After −0.69

O2
Before −0.59 −0.06 O2

Before −0.59 −0.03After −0.65 After −0.62

Ca
Before 0.77

+0.56 Ca
Before 1.44

+0.01After 1.33 After 1.45

The results of the adsorption energy of SDAA on the fluorite (111) surface was
−325.21 kcal/mol, which was far less than that (−87.89 kcal/mol) on the scheelite (112)
surface, revealing that SDAA was more easily adsorbed onto the fluorite surface. Moreover,
it can be seen from Figure 8 that the carboxyl O of SDAA reacted chemically with the Ca
atoms on the surfaces of fluorite and scheelite. The Ca-O bond lengths on fluorite were
2.379 Å and 2.277 Å, respectively, which were shorter than those on scheelite (2.482 Å and
2.433 Å), indicating that SDAA adsorbed more firmly on the fluorite surface.

In addition, the Mulliken charge could further reflect the directions and amounts
of electron transfer and the intensity of the chemical reaction between SDAA and the
two minerals [45]. Therefore, the Mulliken charge on the fluorite and scheelite surfaces was
calculated, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 further reveals the specific amounts of charge transfer between O atoms and
Ca atoms. When SDAA adsorbed onto the fluorite surface, the Mulliken charge of O1 and
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O2 (reaction atoms in SDAA) decreased from −0.57 e and −0.59 e to −0.72 e and −0.65 e,
respectively, with absolute values of 0.15 e and 0.06 e, respectively. The Mulliken charges
of Ca on the fluorite surface increased from 0.77 e to 1.33 e, with an absolute value of 0.56 e.
When SDAA was adsorbed on the scheelite surfaces, the Mulliken charges of O1 and O2 in
SDAA also decreased, with an absolute value of 0.12 e and 0.03 e, respectively. Moreover,
the Mulliken charges of Ca on the scheelite surface increased, with an absolute value of
0.01 e. Furthermore, the surface activity of fluorite was higher than that of scheelite, since
the charge (0.77 e) of Ca atoms on the surface of fluorite was smaller than that (1.44 e) of
Ca atoms on the surface of scheelite. These results indicate that electrons were transferred
from Ca on the surfaces of fluorite and scheelite to O1 and O2 in SDAA through surface
chemical reactions. However, the amount of electron transfer of Ca on the fluorite surface
was much more than that on the scheelite surface, indicating that the chemical reaction
between fluorite and SDAA was stronger, which was consistent with the results of the FTIR
and zeta potential tests (Figures 6 and 7).

4. Discussion

A new collector SDAA was applied to the selective reverse flotation of fluorite from
scheelite. The results of minerals flotation tests showed that under the 1.6 × 10−5 mol/L
SDAA at pH 7.0, the selective separation of fluorite against scheelite could be achieved and
both high-grade scheelite tailing and fluorite concentrate could be obtained. Additionally,
the recovery of fluorite was sensitive to the changes in the pulp pH of more than 9.0. The
reason may be that fluorite has a preferable hydrogen bonding ability, making it more
sensitive to changes in the solvent environment. The actual flotation tests showed that
SDAA can separate fluorite from scheelite without any depressants under the concentration
of 100 g/t and pH of 7.0.

When the concentration of SDAA was the same and at pH 7.0, the adsorption density
of SDAA on fluorite (0.053 mg/g) was much higher than that on scheelite (0.014 mg/g),
indicating the strong adsorption between SDAA and the fluorite surface, which was also
consistent with the phenomenon that the recovery of fluorite was much higher than that of
scheelite in the single-mineral flotation tests.

The results of the zeta potential tests further showed that NaOL strongly adsorbed
onto the surfaces of both fluorite and scheelite, which makes the surface zeta potential
values of the two minerals move significantly negatively, while SDAA only made the zeta
potential value of fluorite move significantly negatively. There was no obvious change in
the zeta potential of scheelite before and after adding SDAA, indicating that NaOL had the
strong adsorption interaction on both the fluorite and scheelite surfaces, while SDAA only
had the strong adsorption interaction on the fluorite surface.

Furthermore, some typical FTIR bands of SDAA found on the fluorite surface indi-
cated extremely strong adsorption or reaction between SDAA and fluorite. The peaks at
1608.6 and 1394.5 cm−1 correspond to the carbonyl stretching vibration of the carboxyl
(–COO–) group, which could adsorb onto the fluorite surface and lower the zeta potential
of the fluorite surface. Moreover, the peak at 1631.7 cm−1 is attributed to an amide group
(–CON–), which has a stronger adsorption effect with fluorite compared to scheelite [10].
However, on the surface of the scheelite, the vibrational bands showed no perceptible
change, meaning that SDAA had almost no adsorption on the surface of the scheelite.
Finally, these results were consistent with the results of zeta potential tests and adsorption
capacity tests.

DFT calculations revealed the mechanism of SDAA’s selective separation of fluorite
and scheelite. According to the literature, the fluorite surface is positively charged at
pH 6.0–9.0, while the scheelite surface is always negatively charged [46]. Moreover, the
interaction of the amide group which forms a Ca-Amide complex by monodentate coor-
dination is significantly stronger with fluorite than with scheelite [10,25]. At pH 7.0, the
chelating sites of SDAA were negatively charged. Therefore, the electrostatic repulsion
between SDAA and the surface of the scheelite was not conducive to the adsorption of
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SDAA, while the electrostatic repulsion between SDAA and fluorite is beneficial to the
adsorption of SDAA. Therefore, the adsorption energy and electron transfer between SDAA
and fluorite are greater than those between SDAA and scheelite.

Additionally, the Ca density was determined to be 12.87 µmol/m2 on the fluorite (111)
surface and 6.58 µmol/m2 on the scheelite (112) surface, respectively, according to the
previous literature [37,42]. A higher Ca density on the fluorite surface can accommodate
more SDAA species for adsorption, while the lower density on the surface of scheelite
cannot accommodate enough SDAA species for adsorption.

5. Conclusions

For the first time, fluorite could be selectively and effectively separated from scheelite
by using SDAA as a collector without any depressants through the flotation tests of the
single mineral, binary mixed minerals, and actual ore. Surface adsorption and zeta potential
tests indicate that SDAA strongly adsorbs onto the surface of fluorite but hardly adsorbs
on the scheelite surface. The results of the FTIR tests further prove that the carboxyl group
of SDAA has a stronger chemical interaction with the fluorite surface than the scheelite
surface, leading to a decrease in the zeta potential value on the fluorite surface after SDAA
adsorption. DFT and crystal chemistry calculations further indicate that the Ca atoms
on the fluorite surface have a higher density and activity, which makes SDAA interact
more strongly with fluorite. Therefore, the significant difference in the adsorption behavior
of the amino acid surfactant SDAA on the surfaces of fluorite and scheelite provides the
possibility for the efficient separation of fluorite from scheelite in industry.
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